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PIXER:
FASTER
TRAVELLER
CHANGE FOR
INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY
Pixer: faster traveller change for increased productivity

The ability to exchange ring travellers quickly ensures short standstill times for ring spinning machines – a real productivity bonus for your spinning operations. With the proven Pixer ring traveller insertion device, all flange-type travellers can be inserted quickly and safely without the risk of damage. The robust Pixer with its extremely durable mechanical components is made from particularly wear-resistant materials and is optimised for use in spinning processes and longevity.

Simple handling and easy servicing were the key areas of focus in the development and design of the Pixer ring traveller insertion device. All Pixer wearing parts are available as spares and are easily replaced.

The R+F Pixer reduces spinning personnel requirements and increases your productivity thanks to faster ring traveller changeover.
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Please see the range of the magazined travellers in our current pocket book.

Contact your R+F representative for further information and technical specifications or any R+F innovations.